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Introduction
• The mission of online job boards is to find the right ‘Fit’ between Candidates and 

Jobs

• Free access to information about the opportunities that are available in the market 

will remove additional barriers between the Job Seeker and the Employer, and will 

reduce time to fill a job 
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Assumptions about Data

• Underlying data that are used in the matching of Candidate to Job are clean (i.e., 

they do not contain serious typographical errors or junk values) 

• Job and Skills data follow some standard classification system 

• Keyword descriptors for Job titles and Skills are same

However, most of the time, these assumptions do not hold, making the Matching 

process difficult



For instance…
Organizations have a lot of autonomy over creating and naming roles as needed 

Take for instance the role of the Chief Human Resources Officer. Here is list of a few job 

titles that are commonly used variations of this title-

•Chief People Officer

•Chief of People Operations and Strategy

•Chief Human Capital Officer

•SVP of People Operations

•Chief Culture Officer

•Chief Fun Officer

•VP of Operations and Resources

•VP of Employee Operations



In this paper, we discuss how some of these 

challenges can be simplified through collaboration 

and data sharing between Private organizations like 

job boards and Public organizations that operate in the 

labor market 



The state of our Data

In order to discuss the problem in detail, it is important to understand the main data 

types that private Job Boards have, and the Data products being developed using these

• User – provided data

• User activity data

• Other data types (pricing, marketing, etc.)



User-provided data

Candidate 

Data

• Non-PII profile 

information

• Education

• Work history

• Skills

• Special interests

• Preferences

• Looking for a 

certain type of job

• Looking for a 

certain location, 

or remote 

opportunities

Recruiter 

Data

• Job posting 

requirements

• Education

• Work history

• Skills

• Special interests

• Listing details

• Date posted

• Company 

information

• Salary information



User-activity/ Log data data

Buyer Data

• Jobs viewed

• Jobs applied to

• Time spent viewing 

each job

• Login information

• Number and types of 

devices being used to 

access the account

Seller Data

• Login activity on 

account

• Viewership of different 

pages, like Product 

Analytics, Job Listings, 

Offers, etc.

• Historical record of 

previous job postings

• Job posting 

performance, like 

applies received etc.



Other data sources

Payment 

systems

Advertising 

platforms

Marketing 

partners



Big Data Products

• Now that we understand the main Data types, let us examine the data products that 

are built using these

• Understanding the products will help us better understand where the processes fail, 

and how they can be addressed through Private-Public partnerships in Data sharing



Search & Match
Search

• Users should be able to find the Jobs/Candidates that they’re looking for

• Data elements used to power this are usually User Provided Data, although these 

can be supplemented by other types as well

• Search keywords are processed and matched against the content provided by 

Candidates or Employers in order to surface results

Match

• Matching engines surface potential ‘Fits’ proactively, through a ‘Data Feeds’, emails, 

or app-notifications

• Matching engines use both User provided as well as Activity data in order to 

determine the best fits for Candidates and Jobs



Internal Knowledge Base
In plain English, a good internal classification system for the products and services that 

are being offered

Most internal KBs are used to power Search and Match algorithms, as well as a host of 

other data-driven products

Almost any algorithm can be improved by hooking it up to a robust classification 

system 

The best KBs use NLP algorithms to identify and update nodes and relationships 

between entities



Quality scoring models
Algorithmic assessment of the quality of job postings/ profiles in order to improve 

Search and Match

Is your posting good enough?

How can you make it better?

How does your posting compare against other similar listings?

Guided job posting wizards tend to deliver significant better outcomes to users, leading 

to better user engagement



Issues in Data quality

• ML algorithms also rely heavily on a standard Taxonomy and Ontology being 

available, to which the content can be compared and the data gaps can be assessed 

• Poorly written job postings tend to use non-standard job titles, have poor quality 

skill descriptors, are often light on keywords describing educational or skill 

requirements, and vague about roles and responsibilities 

• Poor quality of translation services may worsen job post quality when posted in 

multiple languages



How can Public-Private partnerships help?

• Public sector organizations in the Labor market create and maintain occupation and 

industry classifications

• Private companies like Monster are consumers of the classification systems that 

have been defined by bodies by the ILO and the EU 

• This information in turn gets used in improving Search and Match results for the job 

board, leading to better placement outcomes, and improves the quality of the fit 

• Job posting data is required to keep these Taxonomies up to date



Provide data feeds to Taxonomies 

• Sharing aggregated job posting data, especially the job description details, will be 

useful to extract information about skills, upcoming jobs and occupations

• These data points can be fed into the Labor Market taxonomies in order to keep them 

up to date

• Data sharing can be done in a secure way, with no PII information needing to be 

exchanged



Drive Labor market research and 

policymaking

• Research organizations use job placement data for understanding the state of the 

Labor Market

• Such research drives Labor market policymaking around employment and workforce 

optimization 



Skills and Career-pathing

• Skills data used to understand alternative career paths

• Used for informing curriculum on vocational training

• Helping people understand where skill gaps lie
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